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Inspire is a single column, wide margin New Living Translation Bible that will be a cherished

resource for coloring and creative art journaling. It is the first Bible of its kind with over 400 beautiful

line art illustrations spread throughout the Bible. Full page and partial page Scripture art is

attractively displayed throughout the Bible, and the illustrations can be colored in to make each

Bible unique, colorful, and customizable. Every page of Scripture has two inch wide margins, with

either Scripture line art or ruled space for writing notes and reflections, or to draw and create. The

generous 8.65 point font ensures optimal readability, and quality cream Bible paper is great for

creative art journaling. Inspire is available in the popular New Living Translation, and is designed

uniquely to appeal to art journaling and adult coloring book enthusiasts. Softcover editions have

Inspire foiled in metallic blue on an attractive coloring book style cover, plus extra hits of foil to

embellish the flowers and leaves. Deluxe Hardcover editions feature a lovely, aquamarine

LeatherLike over board, with beautifully designed full color page edges, a matching ribbon, and an

elastic band closure. Deluxe LeatherLike editions feature a beautiful, vintage floral printed silky

LeatherLike over flexible board, with matching aquamarine patterned page edges, a matching

ribbon, and a Smyth sewn durable binding.
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If I had my choice, I would have ideally wanted the hard-bound version. I am contemplating

returning this for the other. I had given the original hard-bound copy as gifts and it was so beautiful

that I decided I needed one. Where this one is nice, the quality of the pictures isn't the same. It kind

of reminds me of a copy-machine version....just not as great as the original. The detail isn't as good.



I gave this 4 stars as I love the concept but the detail and the sturdiness of this just isn't as good as

the original. Think: adult coloring book binding. It's just 'meh'. My pictures can't quite show what I

mean but I tried. lol

I love all the space to take notes, fiddle and color in this Bible! It's the perfect size to carry back and

forth to church too.

I don't normally review things, but this I had to. This Bible is beautiful. The size is just right. The

cover has a nice almost soft touch lamination feel to it. Almost every other page has artwork and

verses pulled up and out from the text. On the other pages there are lines perfect for notes. The

price is great for this. Absolutely love it - even bought one and gifted it to a friend!

Absolutely beautiful book. The pages are beautiful, they are beautifully illustrated, full of pictures

that will make you want to open up your Bible and read His word and color, and worship! The size is

perfect, I thought that because it was paperback, that it would be flimsy and small. Not at all. This

book is nice and sturdy and a nice size. I love that it's the NLT version. I owned the KJV prior to this,

and this version is much easier to understand. I just received my Bible today, and I am really looking

forward to diving in and getting started!!

This particular version feels very cheap. The pages are super thin and I can see words from the

other side of the page quite clearly. I own multiple journaling bibles-even another Inspire Bible- but

this release is very disappointing.

I love my Bible. I have read the Bible twice, but this Bible allows you to write a journal, learn the

Scriptures as you colored them and keep on reading and writing your thoughts. I am delighted. I

recommend this Bible to everyone.

Worth the wait! This is a beautiful Bible and many wonderful pages are ready to color. I may have to

gesso somepages when using water-based medium, but that is a typical procedure and the kind in

a tube is best. Be sure to placea plastic under the page you are working with art additions. This is

the newest art-craft and very worthwhile.

I take this to church with me every Sunday. I find the verses being preached that day, and if there is



a coloring picture, I color as I listen to the sermon. It really helps me to remember what I am hearing,

plus there are lines on some pages where I can write down quotes from the sermon, etc. Just really

enjoying this Bible!
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